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Abstract

Using Monte Carlo methods, it is possible estimate a cyclist’s Crr and CdA from
standard .TCX GPS data files with wattage. This, coupled with a maximal power
curve for the given rider, can be used to estimate the best possible rider performance
over a certain terrain profile, as well as the required power input to accomplish that
performance. This data can be used to select equipment specifically for certain
courses, as well as to asses the worth of sending athletes to certain events.
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1 Introduction

Over the course of a bicycle ride, a cyclist experiences many varying conditions not only
in terms of road surface, but also in wind and upper body positioning. If there were
a means to easily estimate the effective drag coefficient (Cd) and coefficient of rolling
resistance (Crr), a rider/bicycle system could react and adjust more appropriately to
changing conditions. Whether by tuning the brake modulation due to changing road
surfaces or changing the riders position based on changing effective drag, a purely efficient
system must be self-aware of its limitations. Futhermore, in a multi-rider drafting regime,
knowledge of effective Cd would be absolutley crucial in optimizing positioning. After
the fact, a detailed analysis of any ride or race would not be complete without knowledge
of position degredation, road surface conditions or braking intensity. Furthermore, the
development of a full dynamic model allows the simulation of rider performance on any
arbitrary course.

The validity of virtual elevation for estimating Crr and CdA from noisy data has been
well established on bicycles by Robert Chung[2]. There, noisy data and variable input
powers yeilded very reliable and repeatable results, without requiring time consuming
coast down tests and questionable regressions. By varying the ground speed in the test,
the Crr and CdA terms can be sufficiently seperated to allow the 2 unknowns to be
solved for numerically, despite being in only one equation.

2 Slope Equation Derivation

In any mechanical system, energy is conserved. This is to say that for any blackbox
system, the amount of energy put in is equivalent to the sum of the amount stored and
the amount dissipated. While some of this energy may be converted from kinetic energy
into heat or another form, it is all explicable, measureable, and to some extent possible
to model and predict. By developing a robust model of a bicycle’s expenditure and
storage of energy, one can infer the path it has taken in the vertical direction from the
known energy input.

A bicycle’s energy equation [6] in simple terms is composed of 4 components in
addition to the energy added to the system by the rider: rolling resistance, aerodynamic
drag, kinetic energy and potential energy.

Jplant = Jrr + Jaero + Jke + Jpe (1)

This means that every Joule of energy put into the system is either expended as a
result of rolling resistance, aerodynamic drag or stored as potential or kinetic energy.
To derive a more practical and usefull formula, each term may be differentiated with
respect to time in order to generate a power equation.

Pplant = Prr + Paero + Pke + Ppe (2)

Each term may now be expanded to create the much more useful function that will
give the virtual elevation profile.
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2.1 Rolling Resistance

The accepted model[4] for energy lost by a tire is:

Prr = Frrds = Frrvdt (3)

Where the energy loss rate is given by the force of rolling resistance multiplied by
velocity. In most cases, however, it has been shown that the force of rolling resistance
increases linearly with load, due to increased deformation and shear of the tire. Because
of this, we can define a constant:

Crr = Frr/Fn (4)

Where Fn is the vertical load on the tire. In order to simplify the equation, it is
assumed that both tires behave similarly, and can be combined into one effective term.
This gives the total energy loss for the system due to rolling resistance as:

Prr = Crrmgvgnd (5)

Because Crr is an infered value, it can easily encompass not only the friction at the
contact patch of the tire, but also accounts for bearing friction in the wheels, which is
’downstream’ of the power measurement. This means that the inferred Crr value is not
a nominal value which can be easily compared to labratory tests, but in the context of
an on-line algorithm for determining temporal changes in conditions, an effective rolling
resistance value is sufficient.

2.2 Aerodynamic Drag

The power dissipated by the aerodynamic drag of a cyclist can be given by the following
equation, where /rho is the current air desnity. Because /rho is multiplied by the square
of air speed and again by ground speed, it has a large impact on the value later found
for CdA, and is a likely source of error if care is not taken to ensure its accuracy.

Paero = 1/2CdAfρv
2
airvgnd (6)

2.3 Kinetic Energy

The power dissipated due to a change in kinetic energy of a mass can be given by the
following equation, where acceleration of the center of mass of the rider is taken to simply
be the time rate of change of velocity, which is to say that hard turning is not accounted
for in this model as of yet. Because road bicycles do not have suspension systems, they
do not store or dissapate any significant amount energy themselves, which simplifies the
problem greatly compared to an automobile.
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Pke =
1
2m(v2gnd,n − v2gnd,n−1)

tn − tn−1
(7)

=
1

2
macar (8)

2.4 Potential Energy

The power stored as potential energy in a mass can be given by the following equation,
where θrg is the angle of the road gradient:

Ppe = mgvgndsin(θrg) (9)

Making the small angle approximation due to the relatively small angles present in
road gradient:

Ppe = mgvgnds (10)

Where s is the road slope, meters of elevation change divided by meters of horizontal
distance traveled.

2.5 Slope Equation

The power equation can be expanded using each of the now defined power component
equations. This creates a first order non-linear differential equation that relates the
plant’s input power to velocity over time. Now with all of the components of the equation,
it can be seen that there are 2 unknowns for any instrumented bicycle system, Crr and
CdA.

P = Crrmgvgnd + smgvgnd +
1

2
macar + .5CdAfρv

2
airvgnd (11)

This equation is solved for slope, which when then system is simulated iteratively,
will be used with the velocity and a time step value to develop an evelation profile. The
slope is the unitless unit change in elevation over unit change in horizontal distance.

s =
P

mgvgnd
− Crr −

acar
2gvgnd

−
.5CdAfρv

2
air

mg
(12)

In some cases it is reasonable to assume that the air and ground speed are equal.
This may be the case on a track with low wind, where a rider does not benefit from any
drafting and is equally impacted by a steady wind throughout the lap. In day to day
riding and racing, however, the air speed can vary greatly from the ground speed, as the
rider interacts with other riders on the road. In general, if a cyclist is riding alone, and
the wind is steady, it will propegate as bias error in the result, and can be filtered out,
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or considered to be braking. In this case, the air and ground speeds will be assumed to
be equal. Thus, the equation simplifies to:

s =
P

mgvgnd
− Crr −

acar
2gvgnd

−
.5CdAfρv

2
gnd

mg
(13)

This equation can be used to iteratively solve for the elevation change of the system,
given its mass, ρ, velocity, acceleration and initial guesses for CdA and Crr. Then a recent
window of data can be analyzed in order to solve for CdA and Crr by comparing the
resultant virtual elevation profile with the measured true elevation profile. By running
this test online, with a moving window of data, an evolutionary algorithm can solve for
the CdA and Crr in real time during a ride.

3 Instrumentation

In order to implement the vitrual elevation method online, a number of parameters must
be monitored on the system.

3.1 Power

The most important metric to measure on the system is the power applied by the plant.
This measurement has by far the most impact on the percision and accuracy of the
parameter estimates, and therefore must be done as far down the drive train as possible.
Strain gauges can be placed in various places in the drive train, and the strain can be
used to find torsion in a shaft, and therefore torque applied through it. From this, and
with a term for efficiency between the measurement point and the application of torque
to the drive wheel, power can be derived. This gives power by the equation:

Pplant = ητ θ̇ (14)

This process has been very well developed by Saris and SRM, in this case a PowerTap
is preferable because it removes the need for a drivetrain efficiency variable. If the SRM
is used, .97 will generally scale the power to the correct value.

3.2 Elevation

Elevation is also crucial to the validity of the estimates, as a true elevation profile is the
standard by which the model is trained. Certainly a variety of sensors would sufficiently
measure altitude, notably digital barometric pressure sensors. In light of the variety of
measurements required for the system, and in light of the versatility of GPS, it is most
sensible to use a sensitive GPS to determine elevation. Certainly care must be taken to
ensure that the refrence altitudeds generate by the sensor are sufficiently accurate for
the system to function. A possible robust solution would be to use both a barometric
pressure altimiter and GPS, and use a Kalman filter to derive a true measurement.
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3.3 Velocity

Velocity could certainly be measured using a wheel encoder and known rollout of a non-
drive wheel, but with the need for a GPS for other sensors, it makes sense to use the
GPS for velocity measurement as well. Also, if tire slip is to be taken into account, a
’true’ velocity measure is required, and GPS would accomplish this. Another advantage
is the built in funtionality of Garmin GPS units to interface with Saris PowerTap and
SRM powermeters. Again a more robust method would use both a wheel encoder and a
GPS, analyzed with a Kalman filter.

3.4 Air Speed

Air speed must also be measured if it is determined that it cannot be considered equal
to the rider’s ground velocity. Air speed can be simply measured at the front end of the
bicycle with a pitot-static system.

4 Numerically Solving

Now with an established model and an instumented bicycle, CdA and Crr can be solved
for.

4.1 Monte Carlo Optimization

4.1.1 David Millar

The simplest method to solve for the two unknowns in the energy equation is to use
Monte Carlo methods to generate pseudorandom guesses normally distributed about an
initial set of educated initial guesses, and pick the results which had the lowest mean
squared error from the known refrence elevation profile. While this will likely eventually
result in CdA and Crr values within the desired tollerance, it may be prohibatively slow
to operate effectively in real time.

Figure 1: Results of one set of guesses
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If, however, the calculations are to be done after-the-fact, a time series of running
CdA and Crr values can be easily found along the course of a ride. Using a lagging
500 sample window, n-500 Crr and CdA values can be found, and plotted along a true
elevation and power profile. Figure 1, which is scatter plot of Crr-CdA pair guesses
colored for their mean squared error, shows the convergence on the true values.

Only the best (least mean squared error) 1000 solution pairs are shown, with the
bluer hues being the better rated. Figure 1 clearly shows a band of darkest values
between .1 and .4 for CdA and .001 and .004 for Crr, which is in line with the expected
values. All of the solution pairs on the boundries of the tested area were shown to have
much worse than average error.

Figure 2: virtual vs. real elevation

This method applied over the length of the time series, in this case David Millar’s
ride at the 2010 Tour de France stage 19 time trial in Bordeaux, France[7], can show the
variation in CdA over the ride.

Crr: 0.0075

CdA: 0.2100

The output from the Monte Carlo optimization, which simulated 10,000,000 random
pairs of values distributed normally around inital guesses of .005 for Crr and .2 for CdA,
was:

The resultant values are for the most part in line with the expected values. The
Crr value was slightly higher than expected, which was likely a result of including all
friction losses between the PowerTap hub and the road in the term. Also, due to the
lack of velocity variation in the file, the Crr term is seen to effect the CdA less. This is
evident by the magnitude of the slope of the darker band in figure 1. With a drivetrain
effeciency term included, the Crr would be expected to drop. This estimation of CdA
and the average power from the performance in the time trial, which was slightly longer
than an hour, yeilds an estimated Functional Threshold Power to CdA ratio of 1859.7.
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Considering the timing of the race, 19 days into a grand tour, the ratio falls in the
expected range of 1750 to 2000 determined by Dr. Andy Coggan to be expected of a
tired professional.

Figure 3: Map of ride shaded according to
derivative of error

Figure 4: Zoom of map at sharp corner,
showing spikes in derivative of error

Because this was not a controlled test, but rather an actual race file, braking is seen
to be a sudden large hill, accounting for error in more technical parts of the course.
By noting the locations where the derivative of the error between the virtual and true
elevations is highest in relation to the gps coordinates, a map of error prone spots can
be generated, in order to shed more light on the cause. As one would expect, it can be
seen the the derivative of error is highest going into corners, where the rider was using
the brakes, as can be seen in figure 3.

In fact, the derivative of error could in these cases be used as an indication of how
hard the rider was braking into the turns, notably in corners such as the one shown in
figure 4. Furthermore, if the sum of the error is considered to be lost potential energy
in the system, it adds up to 88KJ of energy lost in just 1:06 of riding. It is worth noting
that in this case of a time trial bike, the action of braking is not only the use of rim
brakes, but also likely moving the hands to the outer bars and forming an air brake with
the upper body.
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4.1.2 Andrew Talansky

Figure 5: Virtual and true elevations of Talansky’s time trial

In another case, Andrew Talansky’s 10th stage time trial at the 2011 Vuelta a
Espana[8], the more vaired terrain profile and less technical course yeilds a better fit.
Estimating 72kg for his total weight (person, bike and clothing), and 1.037 kg/m3 for
rho, his Crr and CdA are estimated to be:

Figure 6: Scatter plot of guesses and fitness of guesses

Crr: 0.0025

CdA: 0.2303

In Talansky’s case, the elevation plots much up much better, which can be attributed
to the larger variation in velocity over the course of the ride. This variation and the
fact that in this model Crr does not vary with velocity while CdA does, means that they
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cannot be properly decoupled without variant velocity. Error can again be attributed
to heavy breaking on the way in and out of Salamanca, where there were a number of
roundabouts and sharp city street turns.

Figure 7: Derivative of error plotted as a
function of position

Figure 8: Zoom of sharp corner, showing
presumed braking

The band of fittest guesses in the scatter plot can be seen so slope steeply downward
as Crr rises. This is more in line with the expected result than with Millar’s data, which
was more gradual. This can again be attributed to the greater variation in velocity over
the course of the ride.

Figure 9: Raw data from rolling guesses.
Figure 10: Raw data passed through butter-
worth lowpass filter

Again it can be clearly shown that the derivative of error is highest at points leading
into and coming out of turns, where it can be assumed that the rider was both braking
heavily and using the outer handlebars which greatly increases his frontal area. In figure
10 where one of the sharper turns is detailed, the clear spike in error as the rider applied
the brakes and sat up is shown.
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Figure 11: Comparison of all data streams

Applied to a rolling 500 sample window, and filtered with a lowpass butterworth
filter, a time series of estimated CdA and Crr values can be compared to the other
datastreams of the ride.

5 Modeling the Plant

Of course the dynamic model that has been developed is only capable of simulating
performance over a terrain with known power input. While using steady power inputs
to estimate a particular rider’s performance may be suitable, it is certainly not how races
are ridden in reality, nor is it the fastest way to ride most courses. A more ideal and less
predictable power output for the rider must be found in order to fully asses an athelete’s
potential on a given course.

5.1 Maximal Power Curve

Given a large library of historical training and racing power data from a rider, it is
possible to generate a curve of maximal power output for a given time duration. Luckily,
with the prevalence of power meters in the elite peleton, most high level cyclists have
years of data from every day of training and racing, often in exess of 3000 hours. This
gives more than enough data upon which a quantification for what an athlete is capable
of can be based.

5.2 Possibility by Recursive Bisection

In order to find the optimal power input for the rider to over a course, it is first nessesary
to be able to determine whether or not an arbitrary power file was possible from the
rider. By recusively bisecting the powerfile, and checking whether each incrementally
smaller peice is submaximal on the rider’s maximal power curve, it can be shown whther
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Figure 12: Sample trained cyclist power curve

or not the ride was possible. One expansion may be to use normalized power [3] for all
time segments greater than 10 minutes. Normalized power is defined by:

Pnorm =4

√√√√√√
30∑
i=0

P 4
n−i

30
(15)

This function serves to fairly asses the athelete’s abilty to produce highly variable
power outputs, by scaling those numbers higher than more steady outputs.

6 Optimization for Terrain

One major function of these two models is to simulate an atheletes performance over a
certain terrain. Given an elevation profile, which in the case of Garmin .tcx data would
be a file with altitude and distance traveled, and a power file, it is possible to estimate
the time required to complete a course. Using a sub-maximal baseline power file and
random perturbations, a stochastic hill climbing algorithm can converge on the fastest
possible power profile for a course, and its corresponding time.
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Rearranging the slope equation to solve for accleration:

s =
P

mgvgnd
− Crr −

acar
2gvgnd

−
.5CdAfρv

2
gnd

mg
(16)

acar =
P

m
− Crrgvgnd− sgvgnd −

1

2m
CdAfρv

3
gnd (17)

From this, acceleration can be integrated to find velocity and position, after some given
time step. In order to find the appropriate slope for the next iteration, the position
must be compared to the non-linear distance and elevation benchmarks to find the local
gradient. This estimation is a possible source of error if the time step is not selected to
be small enough, as the gradient may actually change during the simulated time step.

6.1 Joe Martin Time Trial

The first stage time trial at the Joe Martin Stage Race in Fayetteville, AR, is notoriously
difficult to pace. Starting out slightly downhill, and climbing steadily, the short time
trial is very fast despite it’s gradient. It remains ambiguous whether it is faster to ride
a time trial or road bike, and whether to go easy on the flat to save for the climb or go
hard on the flat and fade on the climb is yet to be seen. Using virtual elevation methods
to model a bicycle/rider system, and a maximal power curver to model the rider, it is
possible to find the exact power profile which will result in the fastest time for a rider.

Figure 13: Elevation profile of JMSR time trial

In this case the power curve from Figure 13 is coupled with the dynamic model
derived from the same rider’s data prior to the event, to produce an estimate of his
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fastest possible ride. Using 0.28 as the CDA for the rider on his road bike and upright,
the best possible time is found to be near 10:09.

Figure 14: Power file from road bike TT
Figure 15: Distance versus time in road bike
TT

This time matches closely to the actual one on raceday of 10:14. Further, it can be
seen that by dropping the CdA to 0.23, that of a choked-up time trial bike position, and
raising the mass 1 kg, the time would drop considerably to 9:57. This goes against the
recent trend in winners of the race riding road bikes, but also assumes identical power
curves for each bike, which is not the case for all athletes.

Figure 16: Power file from time trial bike
TT

Figure 17: Distance versus time in time trial
bike TT
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7 Conclusion

Using standard .TCX files from a cycling GPS and powermeter, it is possible solve the
slope equation for a cyclist’s Crr and CdA with Monte Carlo methods. The rider itself
can be modeled simply with a maximal power curve, which when combined with the
dynamic model, can be used to estimate the rider’s best possible performance over an
arbitrary terrain. This capability can be used to detect the changes in CdA due to
various equiptment changes, and their impact on the performance of the rider over some
benchmark course. It can also be used to estimate the performance of the athlete at a
particular event to more completely asses the worth of attending, and to more specifically
be able to tailor training towards success in that event. Finally, these methods can be
used after an event to asses the energy lost due to braking, and to compare that to the
energy lost by other riders, which may shed light on deficiencies in handling skill or tire
choice.
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A MATLAB Code

Matlab Code for Monte Carlo Optimization of the model.
Virtual Elevation Function:

function [accel, slope,elevation]=genVirtualElevation(timevec, speedvec, wattage,...

mass, rho, Crr, CdA)

accel=0;

slope=0];

elevation=0;

g=9.81;

for j=2:length(timevec)

if ~isnan(speedvec(j)) & ~isnan(wattage(j)) & ~isnan(timevec(j)) & ...

~isnan(speedvec(j-1)) & ~isnan(wattage(j-1)) & ~isnan(timevec(j-1))

accel(j)=(speedvec(j)-speedvec(j-1))/(timevec(j)-timevec(j-1));

slope(j)=(wattage(j)/(mass*g*speedvec(j)))-Crr-(accel(j)/g)-...

((rho*CdA*speedvec(j)^2)/(2*mass*g));

elevation(j)=elevation(j-1)+(slope(j)*speedvec(j)*(timevec(j)-timevec(j-1)));

else

accel(j)=0;

slope(j)=0;

elevation(j)=elevation(j-1);

end

end

Data import, formatting and model optimization

clc;

clear all;

out=xml_load(’filename.tcx’);

data=out.Activities.Activity.Lap.Track;

master=zeros(size(data,2),6);

for j=1:size(data,2)

if isfield(data(1,j).Trackpoint,’AltitudeMeters’)

master(j,4)=str2double(data(1,j).Trackpoint.AltitudeMeters);

end

if isfield(data(1,j).Trackpoint,’Time’)

temp=data(1,j).Trackpoint.Time;

hours=str2double(temp(12:13));

mins=str2double(temp(15:16));

secs=str2double(temp(18:end-1));

master(j,1)=secs+mins*60+hours*3600;

end

if isfield(data(1,j).Trackpoint,’Position’)



if isfield(data(1,j).Trackpoint.Position,’LatitudeDegrees’)

master(j,2)=str2double(data(1,j).Trackpoint.Position.LatitudeDegrees);

end

if isfield(data(1,j).Trackpoint.Position,’LongitudeDegrees’)

master(j,3)=str2double(data(1,j).Trackpoint.Position.LongitudeDegrees);

end

end

if isfield(data(1,j).Trackpoint,’Extensions’)

if isfield(data(1,j).Trackpoint.Extensions,’TPX’)

if isfield(data(1,j).Trackpoint.Extensions.TPX,’Speed’)

master(j,5)=str2double(data(1,j).Trackpoint.Extensions.TPX.Speed);

end

if isfield(data(1,j).Trackpoint.Extensions.TPX,’Watts’)

master(j,6)=str2double(data(1,j).Trackpoint.Extensions.TPX.Watts);

end

end

end

end

clc;

fileid=fopen(’Data.txt’, ’w’);

for j=10:size(master,1)

fprintf(fileid,’%20.10f,%20.10f,%20.10f,%20.10f,%20.10f,%20.10f\n’, master(j,1),...

master(j,2),master(j,3),master(j,4),master(j,5),master(j,6));

end

fclose(fileid);

%data is of david millar on the 19th stage of the 2011 tour de france. His

%total weight is estimated to be 85kg, which includes all equiptment and

%clothing.

%air density at the time is estimated to have been 1.212 kg/m^3 based on an

%average elevation of the ride of 10m, and 15C 94% humidity at 10:30 that

%day from wunderground.com

output=[];

printout=[];

for j=1:10000

crr=abs(.004*randn);

cda=abs(.25*randn);

[accel, slope,elevation]=chungMethod(master(10:end,1)’, master(10:end,5)’,...

master(10:end,6)’,85, 1.212, crr, cda);

output(j,1)=sum((master(10:end,4)’-elevation).*(master(10:end,4)’-elevation));

output(j,2)=crr;



output(j,3)=cda;

end

[~,ix]=sort(output(:,1));

for j=1:1000

printout(j,1)=output(ix(j),1);

printout(j,2)=output(ix(j),2);

printout(j,3)=output(ix(j),3);

end

[accel, slope,elevation]=chungMethod(master(10:end,1), master(10:end,5),...

master(10:end,6),85, 1.212, output(ix(1),2), output(ix(1),3));

fprintf(’Crr:%9.4f \nCdA:%9.4f\n’,output(ix(1),2), output(ix(1),3));

figure;

plot(elevation);

hold on;

plot(master(10:end,4),’g’);

title(’Reference vs. Virtual Elevation’);

ylabel(’Elevation, (meters)’);

legend(’Virtual’, ’True’);

figure; scatter(output(:,2), output(:,3), 3, output(:,1)); colorbar;

title(’Distribution of Guesses’);

xlabel(’Crr’);

ylabel(’CdA’);

errordot=elevation’-master(10:end,4);

errordot=(errordot(2:end)-errordot(1:end-1))/(master(1,2)-master(1,1));

figure;

xplot=master(9:end,2);

xplot(xplot==0)=[];

yplot=master(9:end,3);

yplot(yplot==0)=[];

scatter(xplot, yplot,50,errordot,’filled’)

title(’Error as a function of position’);

xlabel(’Longitude’);

ylabel(’Latitude’);

B C code

Script to simulate a rider’s performance over a given course, and optimize power input
based on maximal power curve.



#include <stdio.h>

#include <math.h>

#include <time.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

float curve[25000];

float elevation[1000];

float dist[1000];

float pfile[1000];

float crr=.0075;

float cda=.28;

float rho=1.14;

float mass=85; //will=85kg

float g=9.81;

float accel[1000];

float timevec[1000];

float velocity[1000];

float x[1000];

float slope[1000];

int counter=0;

float target=480;

float best[1000];

float bestTime;

void simulate(void)

{

//Uses the current powerfile to simulate the ride

// denotes finish line with the counter parameter

float mean=0;

int n,k;

n=1;

while(x[n-1]<=dist[383] && n<1000)

{

//finds the local slope at the current x

for(k=0;k<384;k++)

{

if (x[n-1]<=dist[k])

{

slope[n]=(elevation[k]-elevation[k-1])/(dist[k]-dist[k-1]);

break;

}

}



//stepping forward time vector

timevec[n]=1+timevec[n-1];

//finding acceleration

accel[n]=((pfile[n-1]/mass)-crr*g*velocity[n-1]-(slope[n]*g*velocity[n-1])...

-((1/(2*mass))*cda*rho*velocity[n-1]*velocity[n-1]*velocity[n-1]));

//integrating to find velocity and x

velocity[n]=velocity[n-1]+(.5*(accel[n]+accel[n-1])*(timevec[n]-timevec[n-1]));

x[n]=x[n-1]+(.5*(velocity[n]+velocity[n-1])*(timevec[n]-timevec[n-1]));

//stepping forward n

n++;

}

//setting counter to end of simulation

counter=n-1;

}

void intializeRoute(int onoff)

{

//sets the initial power file and conditions for simulation

int n;

if (onoff==1)

{

timevec[0]=0;

velocity[0]=0;

accel[0]=0;

x[0]=dist[0];

for (n=0; n<1000; n++)

{

pfile[n]=325;

}

}

else

{

timevec[0]=0;

velocity[0]=0;

accel[0]=0;

x[0]=dist[0];

}

}

int isPossible(void)

{

//checks to see if a powerfile is possible based on avg and max power

//use if no powercurve exists

int j;

float avgw=0;



float maxw=0;

//finding avg and max powers

for (j=0; j<counter; j++)

{

avgw=pfile[j]+avgw;

if (pfile[j]>maxw)

maxw=pfile[j];

}

//checking against benchmarks

if(maxw<1200 && avgw/counter<430)

return 1;

else

return 0;

}

int isPossibleRecur(int scale)

{

//recursively finds if powerfile was possible based on a maximal power curve

int n,j,out=1;

float avgw;

for (j=0; j<counter-scale-1;j++)

{

avgw=0;

for (n=j;n<j+scale;n++){

avgw=avgw+pfile[n];

}

avgw=avgw/scale;

if(avgw>curve[scale+1]){

out=0;

}

}

if(out==1 && scale>2){

out=isPossibleRecur(scale/2);

}

return out;

}

void mutatePFile(int rate)

{

//randomly perturbs powerfile at a given rate, biased upwards

int n,index;



float randval;

for(n=0;n<rate;n++)

{

index=rand()%1000;

randval=((float)(rand() % 20))-7;

pfile[index]=pfile[index]+randval;

}

}

void optimize(int gens)

{

//stochastic hill climbing algorithm

//randomly perturbs current best power file until the time improves,

//then sets that as new best and continues

srand (time(NULL));

int k,j;

for (k=0;k<gens;k++)

{

if(k<500000)

mutatePFile(1000);

else if(k<1000000)

mutatePFile(100);

else

mutatePFile(10);

simulate();

if((timevec[counter]<bestTime) && (isPossibleRecur(counter)==1))

{

bestTime=timevec[counter];

for(j=0; j<1000; j++)

best[j]=pfile[j];

}

else

{

for(j=0; j<1000; j++)

pfile[j]=best[j];

}

}

}

int main(void)

{

//Reading all nessesary data from files

int n,j;



char line[65];

FILE *pFile;

pFile = fopen ("WillPowerCurve.dat","rt");

for(n=0; n<25000; n++)

{

if(fgets(line, 65, pFile) != NULL)

sscanf(line, "%f\n",&curve[n]);

}

FILE *pFile3;

pFile3 = fopen ("JMSR.txt","rt");

for(n=0; n<384; n++)

{

if(fgets(line, 65, pFile3) != NULL)

{

sscanf(line, "%f,%f\n",&elevation[n],&dist[n]);

//printf("%f,%f\n",elevation[n],dist[n]);

}

}

fclose(pFile3);

//Initialization

intializeRoute(1);

simulate();

bestTime=timevec[counter];

printf("%f\n", bestTime);

for(j=0; j<1000; j++)

best[j]=pfile[j];

//Optimization

optimize(2000000);

//Readying for output

for(j=0; j<1000; j++)

pfile[j]=best[j];

simulate();

//Output

FILE *pFile2;

pFile2 = fopen ("optimized_out.dat","w");

if (pFile2!=NULL)

{

for (n=0; n<=counter; n++){



fprintf(pFile2,"%f,\t%f,\t%f,\t%f,\t%f,\t%f,\t%f,\t%f\n",...

timevec[n], curve[n], dist[n],slope[n], accel[n], velocity[n],x[n],pfile[n]);

}

fclose (pFile2);

}

//Plotting the powerfile

FILE *pipe=popen("c:\\Users\\WillMcG\\Documents\\gnuplot\\binary\\gnuplot -persist", "w");

fprintf(pipe, "plot \"optimized_out.dat\" using 8 with lines\n");

fprintf(pipe, "set title \"Power to go as fast as possible\"\n");

fprintf(pipe, "set xlabel \"Sample Number\"\n");

fprintf(pipe, "set ylabel \"Power, (Watts)\"\n");

fprintf(pipe, "set autoscale\n");

fprintf(pipe, "replot\n");

fprintf(pipe, "pause -1\n");

close(pipe);

}


